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RAI TRADE TAPELESS RECEPTION 
 
We give you the opportunity to send us commercials by means of a new free service which users 
can use depending on their needs. 
 
The service is operating in an experimental way. In order to improve it, above all, under the 
technological point of view, any suggestions will be appreciated. 
 
For any problems, please contact our experts at +39 06 33178411 / 78412. 
 
Thank you 
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1. Introduction 
 

In TV industry, time is a more and more fundamental element; usually, waiting times are due 
to the interval which the material coming from external agencies needs to reach the production 
department of the Station. 

Today, right in the middle of the IT era, waiting a long time to receive magnetic tapes 
containing the material which is necessary for station broadcasting is not reasonable; those 
materials must be supplied in shorter and shorter times, avoiding waiting times. To meet this need, 
ETERE develops RAI Trade Tapeless Reception, a web service specially created for the trading 
company RAI Trade with the purpose to grant an effective solution for the multimedia contents 
transferred between external agencies and Station. 

THANKS to this software, contents can be loaded in digital format, without using magnetic 
tapes: the delivery process will thus take place in much shorter times with respect to those 
normally needed to send magnetic tapes. 

RAI Trade Tapeless Reception eliminates the need to create material copies. Therefore, 
quite important materials shall not be entrusted to external carriers, risking long queues, and so on. 
 

 

Digital Delivery of Advertising Material 

AGENCY     Product 1 

      Product 2 

Contents Supplier   Etere        Upload Sends Product "n"   Receives Data  Etere
 Network 
         Storage  Operator 

Rai Trade Tapeless Reception 
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RAI Trade Tapeless Reception: six key steps for digital delivery from supplier to operator, by 
means of a web service of excellent quality: 
 
1. The User registers its own account and accesses the system through User name and Password. 

2. The User creates a form for the material it intends to transfer. 

3. The material shall be loaded either immediately (sent) or in following logins (to be sent). 

4. Uploaded files are recorded in the Station's database. 

5. The User receives confirmation of file reception by e-mail. 

6. Forwarded material shall be checked before acceptance. 

2. Registration and Login 

RAI Trade allows external agencies to upload advertising files, by accessing (by entering the 
corresponding address in the browser) the server RAI Trade Tapeless Reception, which you can 
find at http://pubblicita.raitrade.it/. 

To use RAI Trade Tapeless Reception, it is necessary to be registered in the system; in case one 
is accessing for the first time, it will be necessary to create a new account as follows: 

1. At the login page of the site, select 'Create a new account' and enter required data: 
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Fill in all sections, as shown in the picture (compulsory fields in bold): 
Style: Enter the style of one's company. 
State: State in which one's company is located. 
Address, city, post code, province: company location data. 
VAT number: write it here if you have one. 
Telephone, fax: write your telephone and fax numbers. 
Email: write the e-mail address for sending notifications. 
User name: Specify a user name to access the system. 
Password: Specify a password to be used together with user name. 
 
In case the user has forgotten its access data, just click 'forgotten credentials' to receive access 
credentials by email. 

 

 

 

2. Enter user name and password into special fields; if you don't want to repeat the login at any 
access, use the ’remember me' option: 
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3. Click the Login key; if all entered data are correct, you will see the homepage for uploading 
material in the server. 

Further information on Material Management in the following chapter. 
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3. Material management 

After logging in, the user will access the homepage, where it is possible to see the whole list of all 
the operations granted by the system: 

New materials 
Materials to be sent 
Sent materials 
Reports on account operation 
 
The page containing such options is illustrated in the figure below: 
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3.1 New Material 

Every time the user accesses the 'New material' section, a new material file is automatically 
created; its code is a progressive automatic number indicating the total number of files uploaded in 
the server up to that time. 

1. To start uploading the server of RAI Trade, click the 'New material' option and fill in the 
necessary fields: 

Code: this code is automatically supplied by the system and cannot be changed by the user. 
Description: include a short description of the file you want to upload. 
Product: indicate product name. 
Name of the subject: name of the user carrying out the operation. 
Producer: name of the company creating the material. 
Customer: name of the customer for which the material has been created. 
Flight broadcast instructions: information on material broadcasting time. 
Format: between the two aspect formats proposed (standard 4:3 or widescreen 16:9), choose 
the most suitable one with respect to the characteristics of the material. 
Programming date: select programming date by clicking the calendar or including it in 
dd.mm.yyyy format. 
Length: Write the approximate length of the clip in this field in format 'hh:mm:ss:ff' (hours, 
minutes, seconds and number of frames). 
 

NB: All fields are compulsory except for the programming date. 
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2. After filling in all fields correctly, click the key 'Upload' to go on. In the new window, it will clearly 
be pointed out that the only kind of file accepted by the programme is MXF; therefore, the user is 
required to upload just the kind of media file allowed. 

The user has the further opportunity to include a short comment in the text box named 'Comment', 
concerning the file to be uploaded. The diagram below shows that the file shall be uploaded by the 
local PC in the ftp server of RAI Trade. Later on, click 'Next' to go on: 

 

3. In case it is the first time that the user uploads the file in the server, a small window will appear 
with the request for the user's consent to use java applets at the web page; click 'Always' to 
continue the procedure. 
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Later on, just drag the exploring file to the grey box located in the upload section of RAI Trade; 
after that, the ’Upload’ process will automatically start, ending in a few minutes, depending on file 
size and the user's speed connection: 

 

4. After uploading the material, a message will inform the user on the successful result of such 
operation; a confirmation e-mail, including the main details of such procedure, will also be sent to 
the address specified by the user after the acceptance of the file by RAI TRADE. 
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3.2 Materials to be sent 

In the 'Materials to be sent' section, the user can consult all the files of the materials the user itself 
created, and to which an MXF file has not been assigned, yet (that is, not uploaded in the server, 
yet): 

 

An important function in this section is the opportunity to filter each one of the above-mentioned 
materials by their dates of creation, so as to facilitate research. 

Furthermore, by clicking the respective code, the user will be able to access the corresponding 
material file, where he will be able to change the data in question; then, he will upload the server; 
in this case, please consult the New Material chapter for specific information on how to upload a 
material. 
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3.3 Sent Materials 

In this section, it is possible to consult all materials correctly sent by the user:  

 

Notice that the above-mentioned materials can be filtered by file code, creation date and 
description as well, thus facilitating their research. 

In the list of sent materials, for every uploaded material, supplied data such as description, code, 
date and time are shown. By clicking the code of a material, it is possible to access its file, from 
where it will be possible to display its information and change it. 
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4. Report Printing 

By accessing the “Report” option located in the Homepage of RAI Trade Tapeless Reception, the 
user will access the reports of all uploaded materials; the “Report” window will appear as follows:  

 

By clicking the “Detail” item, a small window showing all the information concerning the selected 

material will appear; its contents can be printed by simply clicking the relevant key: 
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